
ABSTRACT 
To work towards a community of interdependence which shares resources to minimize impact on the 
environment. The settlement can more easily express the identity and the culture values. This shall 
be possible by suggesting a certain kit based on the local strength of the community. Certain 
elements could be repaired and modified to their particular social and culture needs. The proposed 
process shall break the building into respective components that can be modified by the user. 
However certain degree of controls shall be suggested so that the proposal remains within the safety 
standards and other concerns. By digging and filling the same land, canals and high plinths are 
useful to build safer house and to live there where as canals become useful for fishing and 
agriculture, which their occupation. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



INTENTIONS 
 
Growth of the village along the periphery of the water.  
 
Intentions Statement  
To work towards a community of interdependence which shares resources to minimize impact on the 
environment. Together the residents of the community will live, play and work in harmony. The 
design shall facilitate more opportunities for fishing and agriculture, which would further enhance their 
tradition and boost their economy. Interpretation of their idea of common identity and to strengthen 
local economy.  

The settlement can more easily express the identity and the culture values in which the important 
idea shall be to share the resources. This shall be possible by suggesting a certain kit based on the 
local strength of the community. Certain elements could be repaired and modified to their particular 
social and culture needs.  

 
• The existing common spaces can be molded and transformed into different spaces time-to-time 

depending on transformation of the elements of the kit. 
• Generating pluralism and equity by providing more public facilities in order to create a good 

community life. It being important that the local strength of the people becomes one of the 
ingredients to translate this idea into architecture. The position of the designer here would be to 
provide a design process where the people have a say in the design of the building, yet adhering 
to safety and safe building. The proposed process shall break the building into respective 
components that can be modified by the user. However certain degree of controls shall be 
suggested so that the proposal remains within the safety standards and other concerns. Fishing 
agriculture generates income high plinth cut canal soil transfer. 

 
• By digging and filling the same land, canals and high plinths are useful to build safer house and to 

live there where as canals become useful for fishing and agriculture, which their occupation. 
 
CONTEXT  

• The site design is proposed is an area adjacent to the Xinxing Harbour Village. The village is 
located in the Hainan Province of the People’s Republic of China. The site is in the Cheng Mai, 
west of the provincial capital of Haikou City. The main local culture and livelihood is mostly small-
scale farming and shallow ocean fishing.  

• The village is expanding southward into a low-lying area to accommodate an additional eighty 
(80) to one hundred (100) families to the current population of 270 families. Thus, the total 
population to be incorporated in the design proposal is between three hundred fifty (350) and 
three hundred seventy (370) families. 

• The total site area, inclusive of the existing village and its proposed expansion, is approximately 
160875 m2. Most significantly the village and the area of proposed expansion are located in a 
typhoon-prone region of Asia. 
 

 
Elements of design proposal 

• Courtyards and terraces: for cooking sleeping etc. 
• The front doorstep: for children to play. 
• The village well and the canal. 
• The principal open space used by the whole community. 
• Up gradation of local skills. 



• Use of local material and techniques. 
 

  Proposed area required. 

• Minimum building footprint and effort. 
• Water harvesting. 
• How to respond to the existing context. 
• Drainage. 
•  Growth of the village. 
• Industry based on occupations of fishing, agriculture and transportation 
• Community centre like a hospital, training centre for fishermen, and educational institute. 
• Agriculture. 
• Transportation. 
• Services like water drainage, provision of fresh water, electricity, easily accessible road routes 

to escape during calamity. 
• Recreation of houses after a calamity. 

 
 

   Multipurpose area. 

•  Schools and sport complexes could be used during natural calamities. 
• Fish market and cold storage. 
• Forecast information center, fisherman and farmer training center.  
• Commodity market. 

In Asian villages, outsiders do not design habitats. So instead of building heavy and complex 
structure the settlement would have more open to sky spaces and less fully enclosed structure. Often 
housing is thought of as built up structure and such a reception could be changed through such 
designs. 

	  
 A “kit of elements” approach using permutation combinations of relevant building elements based on 
choice of users and his preferences. However standardization of elements and spatial sequences 
ensures uniformity. 

 

The relation of house and settlement: The discussion dealing with separation of domains 
and social intercourse suggest that the house cannot be seen in isolation from the settlement, but 
must be viewed as a part of a total social and spatial system, which relates the house, way of life, 
settlement, and even landscape. Man lives in the whole settlement of which the house is only a part, 
and the way in which he uses the settlement greatly affects house form. 

Construction, materials and technology: The availability and choice of material and 
construction techniques will greatly influence and modify the form of the building in the same way that 
the house responds to the physical stresses of climate and structurally to the mechanical stress of 
wind and rain. For thousands of year’s wood, stone and sloping roofs have given character and 
defined this region. 

Types of house: The forms of primitive and vernacular buildings are less individualistic and more 
based on the desires of the unified group for an ideal environment. Therefore they have symbolic 
values, which deeply affect their culture. The form should be partly dependent on the materials and 



basic structure and the use of advanced techniques should get reflected in the house. 

Extended and sufficient overhangs are necessary for protection against both sun and rain while 
ensuring ventilation. The plinth is often raised, not only for religions reasons but also for better 
exposure to breeze and for protection from flood.  

1) First type is designed on stilts. These stilts are wooden members. This will allow water to pass 
through. 

2)  In the second type the plinth is raised above the eye level. The plinth is made of stone and 
used as storage. 

3) In this type the ground floor is not used as residence. on one side there is wall and on the 
other side there are two columns. The wall becomes a background for the market on the other 
end and two columns allows the water to flow in flood times. 

4) The forth type is used in high-level areas. It has low plinth and it is a single storey structure. 

 

Design impacts:  

1) The design would maintain community culture and traditional background.  
2) Design will inculcate people's priorities and also can be taken further as a module. 
3) Design would be realistic, contextually appropriate and affordable to users. 
4) Whole infrastructure has been planned according to natural slopes, contours and road 

alignment.  

    

 

 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       

 
 

 


